Information Extraction (IE) is the task of distilling structured information from unstructured texts by identifying references to named entities as well as relationships between such entities. Existing IE solutions, including Relation Extraction and Open IE, can hardly take cross-sentence information like coreferences into account and are severely restricted by limited relation types as well as informal relation specifications (e.g., free-text based relation triples). In order to overcome the weaknesses, we propose a novel IE framework named QA4IE, which leverages the flexible question answering approaches to produce high-quality relation triples across sentences. Based on this framework, we develop a real-time IE system, which can perform general IE throughout the entire document. For training and evaluating our system, we build a large-scale IE benchmark using distant supervision under human evaluation. We deploy both component analyses and pipeline experiments to evaluate our system. The results show that our system can generalize on unseen entities and relations, as well as achieve significant improvements over existing IE systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Extracting structured information like relation triples from unstructured data like raw texts, i.e., natural language Information Extraction (IE), is a fundamental problem in the area of Text Mining and Natural Language Processing. High-quality relation triples distilled from texts have been proven helpful in many downstream applications like text summarisation [1] , knowledge mining [2] , knowledge base population [3] , and acquisition [4] .
There are mainly two categories of existing IE solutions, which are Relation Extraction (RE) based solutions and Open IE based solutions. RE based solutions decompose the IE problem into a two-step pipeline by first recognizing named entities from input texts and then classifying the relations between entity pairs into predefined relation types. The systems are unable to generalize to unseen relation types because the relation types during training are predefined. Besides, most of existing RE systems can only perform sentencelevel RE with the cross-sentence information neglected. A few existing RE solutions based on dependency parsing [5] , [6] can utilize the cross-sentence information with a The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Tomasz Trzcinski. document graph but require intuitive and crafted designing of inter-sentence edges in limited types. As shown in Fig. 1 .a, consider the following example: ''Einstein took the draft of a speech with him to the Princeton Hospital. But he refused surgery and did not live long enough to complete the draft.'' If the cross-sentence information like references of pronouns is not taken into account, the relation classification can be very difficult. Thus we can hardly get the expected relation triple < Einstein, Place-of-death, Princeton Hospital>. Therefore, existing RE based solutions are not powerful enough to support downstream applications, lacking for scalability or performance.
On the other hand, Open IE based solutions [7] , [8] incorporate lexical features and sentence parsing results to build several pattern templates. Based on these templates, the Open IE system can then match the template rules on the input sentence and extract free-text based relation triples from the sentence. An apparent weakness is that the extracted free-text based relation triples may be polysemous or synonymous. Thus they cannot be directly used without disambiguation and linking, which can bring other errors into the results. Also, It is challenging for Open IE based solutions to extend to the cross-sentence IE scenario. Because the pattern templates are much more complicated if they are VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ based on multiple sentences ( Fig. 1.b ). Thus, existing Open IE systems can hardly provide a satisfactory solution to produce high-quality relation triples that supports downstream applications.
There is another problem relevant to IE named Slot Filling. It reduces head entity, relation, and tail entity of a relation triple to three slots and fills the last slot (tail entity) conditioned on the first two slots and the input sentence [9] , [10] . Machine Reading Comprehension(MRC), as the core task of Question Answering(QA), has been well explored and made great success in recent years. Some recently proposed approaches try to incorporate QA techniques into Slot Filling, which reduce the Slot Filling problem to answer MRC type questions [11] , [12] . However, these approaches focus on sentence-level Slot Filling and do not provide a full-stack solution to general IE. As shown in Fig. 1 .c, the results of Query Construction are provided by the Slot Filling corpus, and these approaches only perform the QA module. Also, they do not take into account the cross-sentence information and can hardly solve the cross-sentence IE case we mentioned above.
To address the above problems of existing IE solutions, we extend the setting of Slot Filling and propose a novel IE framework named QA4IE to perform document-level general IE with the help of advanced QA approaches.
We form the QA4IE framework thanks to the success of Machine Reading Comprehension approaches to get answers from given texts. The framework takes as input a document D and an existing knowledge base K , and outputs a set of relation triples in {< e i , r ij , e j >} corresponding to the given document D. e i and e j denote head entity and tail entity in a relation triple, and r ij denotes the relationship between them. The core part of this framework is a QA model that extracts e j from the context with given e i and r ij . The whole process in detail will be described in Sec. III-A.
Our main contributions are listed as below:
• We propose a novel Information Extraction framework based on Machine Reading Comprehension, which can be used on general real-time and document-level IE. The framework can be applied to scenarios where input documents can be quite long, and the relation types are unseen during training.
• We build a large-scale IE benchmark based on Wikipedia articles and distant supervision with human evaluation from Wikidata and DBpedia.
• Experimental results on various settings and datasets show that our IE framework outperforms existing IE solutions with better generalization ability and capability of capturing cross-sentence correlations in given documents.
• We open source our code and IE benchmark for repeating the experimental results in this paper and conducting further study on Information Extraction. 1
II. RELATED WORKS
The QA4IE framework we propose in this paper is essentially a complete Information Extraction solution drawing support from MRC models. It is related to two research areas, Information Extraction and Machine Reading Comprehension.
A. INFORMATION EXTRACTION
There are mainly two types of Information Extraction solutions, namely Relation Extraction and Open IE, as introduced before. Relation Extraction [13] solves the IE problem by locating the named entities in the input texts and classifying the relations between entity pairs with a set of predefined relation types. Recent RE systems [14] , [15] propose to jointly perform entity recognition and relation typing to enhance the system performance. Nevertheless, the limitation on poor generalization ability to unseen relations remains unresolvable. Recall the existing popular RE benchmarks like NYT [16] , Wiki-KBP [17] and BioInfer [18] , there are only 24, 19 and 94 relation types involved in these three datasets respectively comparing with thousands of relation types in existing knowledge bases such as DBpedia [19] , [20] . The predefined limited number of relations and sentence-level manipulation restrict the utility of Relation Extraction. Moreover, another type of IE solution, named Open IE, extracts triples mainly based on pattern templates with syntactic and lexical features [21] - [23] . The triples extracted are composed of free-text represented relations, which demands extra effort on disambiguation and brings additional errors. Stanovsky and Dagan [24] propose to build an Open IE benchmark by introducing the annotations of QA-SRL [25] to tackle the problem of evaluating Open IE solutions. However, the benchmark only involves 10K golden relation triples and can hardly support large-scale model training. Similarly, the existing Open IE solutions are unable to analyze cross-sentence information. Current Information Extraction solutions can hardly produce high-quality triples with limitations above.
B. MACHINE READING COMPREHENSION
Machine Reading Comprehension developed steadily in recent years with the publication of large-scale MRC datasets [26] , [27] , especially SQuAD [28] . It consists of questions posed by crowdworkers on a set of Wikipedia articles, where the answer to every question is a segment of text, or span, from the corresponding reading passage. Attention-based models like Bi-Directional Attention Flow [29] network and Gated Self-Matching network [30] , which can effectively encode information in a whole passage through selfmatching, achieved better results on SQuAD compared with human beings. With the development in QA and MRC, some recently proposed approaches try to incorporate QA techniques into Relation Extraction and Slot Filling mentioned before. Lopez et al. [31] raised the question that if Question Answering fit for the Semantic Web? They argue that the question answering could play an essential role in Semantic Web applications such as Information Retrieval and Query with the help of Neural Networks. Wu et al. [32] addressed the problem of noisy training data from distant supervision for Relation Extraction by leveraging the external independent QA data sources. Levy et al. [11] proposed to reduce the Slot Filling problem in answering reading comprehension questions. For each predefined relation type in Slot Filling corpus, they build a question template and fill the head entity into the template to generate a natural language query that describes the first two slots. Then the query and the input sentence are fed into a QA model, and the output answer is filled into the last slot. Roth et al. [12] further improved the model performance in a similar problem setting. However, they can only perform sentence-level Slot Filling and do not provide a fullstack solution to general IE. Qiu et al. [33] firstly claimed the ability to handle the long context information dependency in Information Extraction with the help of MRC. Nevertheless, there exist specific weak points as the incompleteness of the framework and noticeable performance loss as the length of the document increases.
III. QA4IE FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe our QA4IE framework in detail, which performs a procedure in six steps with close collaboration: Named Entity Recognition, Attribution Discovery, Sentence Selection, Question Answering, Answer Triggering, and Named Entity Linking. The input of the framework is a knowledge base K and a raw text document D. The output of the framework is a set of triples with corresponding confidence scores.
A. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
Our QA4IE framework, as shown in Fig. 2 , works in the following six steps: 1) The Named Entity Recognition model, which will be introduced in Sec. III-B, first accepts the full Document and find all the possible entity mention spans in the Document. Named Entity Linking model introduced in Sec. III-C will find the corresponding named entity in the knowledge base K for each entity mention span extracted by the Named Entity Recognition model. The head entities set E i = {e i } can then be passed to the next step. 2) After querying the knowledge base K or using a relation generation policy (which will be discussed in Sec. V), we can get the corresponding relations or namely properties of each candidate head entity R i = {r ij }. 3) Then, each < e i , r ij > pair extracted in the way before can be seen as a general question given the original Document D as its context. However, the length of the passage is irregular and could be quite long, which affects both the performance and efficiency of the subsequent components. So the Sentence Selection model introduced in Sec. III-D will be used to break the Document into a few sentences, and decide which sentences are more informative for answering each question. 4) The sentences will be selected by the relevance scores ranking and concatenated then in their original relative order to form the new context D . The aggregated context along with the < e i , r ij > pair extracted before will be fed into the Question Answering model demonstrated in Sec. III-E to find a sequence of tokens in D as its answer m j . 
5) The Answer Triggering model introduced in
Sec. III-F will combine the pair e i , r i,j with the candidate tail entity mention m j to get a candidate triple < e i , r ij , m j >. Then it will verify the consistency between the information of the triple and context D . And it will generate a confidence score for each candidate triple and discard those with a confidence score less than a specific threshold δ. 6) The Named Entity Linking model will be applied to the extracted mention m j to find the entity e j in the knowledge base K . Then we get a set of triples linked to K , extracted from D.
B. NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION
The NER (Named Entity Recognition) component takes as input the document D, predicts the standard BIOS NER tags for all the tokens in the document. The model we use follows the structure of BLSTM-CNNs-CRF [34] .
The input of the model is the document as tokens x [1] , . . . , x[n]. The character-level representation is obtained from CNN with character embedding vectors as input. The representation is then concatenated with the word embedding to feed into the BLSTM network. Then the output vectors are fed into the CRF layer to decode the best label sequence jointly.
C. NAMED ENTITY LINKING
The NEL (Named Entity Linking) framework we use is directly from [35] . The model takes as input the document D and entity mention spans predicted with the NER component. In short, it trains a Logistic Regression Classifier with features listed below: 1) Entity Prior: the popularity of entity.
f prior (e) = log |I * ,e | |I * , * |
I * ,e ∈ I * , * denotes the set of mentions that link to named entity e in corpus. 2) Name Probability: the conditional probability of an entity mention referring to an entity.
M n,e denotes the set of mentions with name n that refer to named entity e in corpus and M n, * denotes the set of all mentions with name n. 3) Textual Context: the text relevance between entity model and mention context. It uses a DBOW (Distributed Bag of Words) model to represent the context as tfidf-weighted average over word 
T c is the set of terms in the context c. v t is pre-trained word embedding vector of term t. Textual Context score is calculated with cosine distance between mention context v m and entity context v e .
D. SENTENCE SELECTION
The SS (Sentence Selection) component takes as input the document segmented in sentences and words {x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,l 1 , . . . , x n,l n }, x i,j denotes the word representation vector of the j th word in the i th sentence. The word representation vectors are concatenation of pre-trained word embedding vectors from GloVe [36] and character embedding vectors trained with CharCNN [37] . The other source of input is the word representation vectors in query
where each query is a concatenation of words in named entity and a potential property, separated with a special word.
We define the forward model as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . The 2d-dimensional embedding vectors of words in a specific sentence {x * ,1 , x * ,2 , . . . , x * ,l * } and query {q 1 , . . . , q m } are fed into a Highway Network [38] with each layer acts as
denotes element-wise multiplication. Query vectors are calculated identically as v t . u t and v t are then fed into BLSTM (Bi-directional Long Short Term Memory) to model temporal interactions in sequences.
Then U = [u 1 , . . . , u n ] ∈ R 2d×n and V = [v 1 , . . . , v m ] ∈ R 2d×m are fed into attention flow layer [29] to get 8d-dimensional query-aware context representation vectors After that, another layer of BLSTM and a self-attention layer [39] are applied to H to model the interactions within the sequence.
The feature vector f ∈ R 2d are fed into two layers of feedforward network to get the final relevance score between the given sentence and query.
E. QUESTION ANSWERING
After the SS model, we rank the sentences in the document with their significance to the query process according to the relevance scores. The sentences with higher rankings are concatenated according to their original relevant order to compose a new document within length limit as l .
The new document representation vectors {x 1 , . . . , x n }, along with the query vectors {q 1 , . . . , q m } are then fed into the question answering model described in [33] to get the potential answer sequences.
F. ANSWER TRIGGERING
The AT (Answer Triggering) model share the same structure of Encoder with Sentence Selection Encoder as described in Fig. 3 . The model input are the document and query representation vectors in Sec. III-E, {x 1 , . . . , x n } and {q 1 , . . . , q m }. The query vector is concatenated with the answer predicted by the Question Answering model in the end.
The relevance scores predicted by the Sentence Selection model is formed into another feature vector f s ∈ R d s to feed into the feed-forward layer in the full model, as shown in Fig. 4 . 
The AT model confidence score s trigger and QA model confidence score s qa are then combined to get a final confidence score.
(a 1 i 1 , a 2 i 2 , . . . , a L i L ) is the answer sequence. and P(a t i t ) denotes the conditional probability of the t th token in answer to be the i th token in the document.
IV. DATASETS
In this section, we describe the data construction process of the training data for each component in our QA4IE framework.
A. QA4IE BENCHMARK
The QA4IE benchmark, a question answering based Information Extraction benchmark, was proposed in [33] . It can be used to evaluate the performance of the question answering model aiming at solving Information Extraction problems. The statistics of the benchmark are shown in Table 1 . We now explain the construction of this benchmark briefly for a better understanding of each component's training process in our QA4IE framework. The construction steps of this benchmark are shown below.
1) DUMP & PREPROCESS SOURCE DATA
The benchmark is constructed originally with Wikipedia articles and golden triples from Wikidata and DBpedia. We dump the English Wikipedia articles and their related triples in the Wikidata knowledge base for building a general text dataset with related triples annotated. The articles and related triples are matched according to the title of given articles and head entities in the triples. Also, special tokens or those low-frequency ones are removed. After this step, over 4 million articles, with around 18 million corresponding triples in more than 800 different types, are extracted. Besides, the triples with multiple tail entities and that can not be entirely found in the corresponding articles will be discarded. There exist around 3.5 million articles and 9 million triples in over 600 different types after this operation.
2) INTEGRATE DBpedia TRIPLES
The corresponding triples for each article, coming from Wikidata, were edited or verified manually with crowdsourcing. Nevertheless, triples in DBpedia were constructed without human verification, which means the annotation extracted from DBpedia, in the same way, would be noisy. Hence, the over 600 relation types extracted from Wikidata are used as the datum for those in DBpedia. 148 relations out of 2048 relations in total in DBpedia are mapped to the relations in Wikidata manually. The same set of operations is applied to the relation triples collected from DBpedia. Around 394K extra triples are merged into the previous dataset after cleaning and removing duplicates.
3) CONVERT TO SQuAD FORMAT QA DATASET
With previous steps, we obtain numerous articles and possible corresponding articles. We want to tackle the Information Extraction problem with Machine Reading Comprehension. Hence we require the data to be arranged in the format like SQuAD [28] so that various Question Answering models can be applied directly to it. Thus, positions of e j in the triples < e i , r i,j , e j > are located in the articles with string match. We discard those articles with less than 6 annotated gold relation triples for the better quality of the dataset. Then we split the articles according to their lengths. Articles with less than 400 tokens are gathered into Small dataset. Those with 400 to 700 tokens or more than 700 tokens are gathered into Medium and Large datasets, respectively. Note that the original QA4IE benchmark distinguishes SPAN and SEQ datasets according to whether the positions of answers in corresponding articles are contiguous or not. We only use the SPAN triples for convenience of NEL and the low ratio of Seq-triples, as shown in Table 1 .
4) HUMAN EVALUATION
We perform the human evaluation on the QA4IE benchmark we construct in previous steps. We randomly sample 25 articles with 1002 triples and 2691 labeled answer locations. The following three metrics are used to evaluate the quality of the dataset:
• Triple Accuracy checks whether the facts described by the triples are correct or not. We evaluate the dataset using this metric since the triples in DBpedia and Wikidata may be inaccurate or incomplete.
• Contextual Consistency checks the consistency between the context around each answer location and its corresponding triple. We verify this because the answer locations labeled in the articles are produced by string matching, which may introduce irrelevant answer locations to corresponding triples.
• Triple Consistency checks if there exists at least one answer location labeled correctly with a consistent context for each triple. Two human annotators annotate the triples and answer locations we sampled and achieve an agreement on 99.24% Triple Accuracy cases and 97.86% Contextual Consistency cases. The Triple Consistency is computed according to the results of annotations on Contextual Consistency cases. The human evaluation results are shown in Table 2 . The Triple Accuracy and Triple Consistency are acceptable while the Contextual Consistency is relatively low, which is caused by the nature of distant supervision.
We construct the datasets for Sentence Selection, Question Answering, and Answer Triggering models based on the QA4IE benchmark. The details could be slightly different from settings in [33] , and we will introduce it in Sec. V thoroughly.
B. NER DATASETS
The Named Entity Recognition Model was trained on both CoNLL 2003 and Wikipedia NER datasets for comparison.
1) CoNLL-2003 DATASET
The CoNLL 2003 shared task [40] consists of 2 Named Entity Recognition datasets, respectively, in English and German. We choose the English NER dataset to make it compatible with our Information Extraction setting. The English NER dataset was taken from Reuters Corpus, which consists of Reuters news stories between August 1996 and August 1997. The training set, development set, and test set take the data from different time periods. Annotations with part-of-speech tags, chunk tags, and named entity tags are given in IOB tagging scheme. The statistics are shown in Table 3 . 
2) WIKIPEDIA NER DATASET
The Wikipedia NER dataset consists of WG [41] and WP2 [42] datasets. Both of them were taken from Wikipedia articles. The WG (Wikipedia Gold) dataset is manually annotated but too small to train an NER model. WP2 dataset is generated by distant supervision using redirect links in Wikipedia pages but noisy. Thus we use the WP2 dataset and WG dataset for training and evaluation of our NER model, respectively.
C. NEL DATASET
As we have mentioned in Sec. III-C, the Named Entity Linking Model is essentially a classification model with features extracted from a large corpus. Following the setting in [35] , we collect the prior features on Wikipedia pages with redirect links connecting the named entities and mentions. The statistics of the links are shown in Table 5 . Here the pairs denote the entity-and-mention pairs. We evaluate the NEL model on TAC 2010 dataset [9] . The statistics of the dataset are shown in Table 6 .
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we introduce how we conduct numerous experiments with various aspects to verify the effectiveness of our QA4IE framework. The experiments on different components in our framework will be described in Sec. V-A, Sec. V-B, Sec. V-C and Sec. V-D. Experiments on generalization capability of our model and human evaluation on the whole pipeline will be introduced in Sec. V-E and Sec. V-F respectively.
A. NER & NEL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS
We perform experiments on NER Model and NEL Model to validate the Entity Recognition and Disambiguation part of our QA4IE framework works well to serve in the system. Table 7 . We also compare the test results in the cross-evaluation setting, where the NER model is trained and evaluated on articles from different sources. Because the two datasets were taken from different sources as newswire and title-oriented-documents.
The results indicate that the test F1 score decreases when trained on data from a different source. This phenomenon can be explained by the different length distributions of CoNLL 2003 and WG datasets, which have been listed in [41] . We use the model trained on Wikipedia NER dataset as the NER component in the final pipeline of our system to make it consistent with other parts that are trained on Wikipedia articles.
b: NEL COMPONENT
The NEL model follows the evaluation setting in [35] . The KB accuracy we test on TAC 2010 is 75.9.
To evaluate the performance of the NER & NEL pipeline on Wikipedia articles, we use the main entities in the QA4IE benchmark to test the NER & NEL model together. The main entity denotes the entity that the whole article mainly describes, also the entity that the title of the article refers to. We apply the well-trained NER & NEL model on the articles of the test set in the QA4IE benchmark. The main entity recall is computed as the measurement of the NER & NEL pipeline. Note that the recall is more significant here since we want fewer entities discarded, and those entityspans extracted incorrectly can be detected by the following components.
The result is shown in Table 8 . The test recall achieves 89.6 when trained on Wikipedia articles. The result indicates the most of the entities in a Wikipedia-style article can be extracted as the head entities in the target triples we want to collect.
B. SS COMPONENT ANALYSIS
As we introduced in Sec. I, we build a sentence selection model before extract the triples using the QA model. The articles' lengths in Wikipedia vary from tens to thousands of tokens. The uneven distribution of article lengths makes it challenging to use a single unified model to extract triples wholly and steadily. Simply truncating the articles to the ideal length for the model implies the loss of information. Moreover, using different models for different length ranges sacrifices efficiency of the framework. Hence, a sentence selection model is introduced to retrieve sentences that are highly relevant to the triples we want to extract, namely the question we want to ask. We train the SS model in Sec. III on the dataset constructed from the QA4IE benchmark to tackle this problem.
c: DATA CONSTRUCTION
The QA4IE benchmark consists of articles with corresponding questions and annotated answer locations. We build the Sentence Selection dataset by distant supervision in the following steps:
• Split the articles into sentences and map the original position expressed in token index t i to a group of sentence index and relative token index [s i , t i ]. We use the Spacy tokenizer 2 for the tokenization. The tokenization here is for later tracing back to answer positions in the original context. • The questions with multiple answers existing in the articles are discarded in the training set to reduce the noise comes from the original QA4IE benchmark. The question and each sentence are grouped into a pair for relevance prediction.
d: QA4IE RESULTS
We train and evaluate the SS model on the Sentence Selection dataset. The result is shown in Table 9 . We evaluate the performance of the SS model with two different metrics. The accuracy is defined as the ratio of correctly predicted examples. We set the length threshold as l for articles and rank the sentences in an article according to their relevance score in descending order. The sorted sentences are truncated to the threshold l to construct a new article corresponding to the specific question. The coverage means the ratio of newly constructed articles where the answer corresponding to the specific question exists. In our setting, we set l = 400. The accuracy and coverage results show excellent performances on the Wikipedia articles, especially on the coverage, which can be understood as Recall in a special format.
e: QNLI RESULTS
Besides the result on Wikipedia articles, we want a result on a public dataset to show the superiority of our SS model. 2 https://spacy.io/ We choose the NLI (Natural Language Inference) as the evaluation task and use the QNLI [43] dataset to train and evaluate our model. The QNLI gives a sentence and a question in each example and demands for prediction on whether the question's answer can be found in the given sentence. The setting is quite similar to our Sentence Selection task.
The comparison results among different models are shown in Table 10 . The results demonstrate that our SS model outperforms the best result of the existing BLSTM based model in the single-task setting. The best result among the three models as 82.1 is achieved by training the model in a multitask setting, which means more supervision is accepted by the model during training. When training just on the QNLI dataset itself, our SS model is better.
C. QA COMPONENT ANALYSIS
Based on the SS model described before, we train our QA model on a newly constructed QA dataset. We verified our assumptions on how lengths distribution of data influences the performance of the QA model, especially in our single QA model with complicated structure and Pointer Network on it.
f: DATA CONSTRUCTION
With the SS model well trained, we can construct a new QA dataset in the following steps:
• Split the articles in QA4IE benchmark into sentences and build corresponding Sentence Selection dataset. predict the relevance score of each sentence and question pair.
• Construct new articles with high relevance sentences for each question with the method on computing coverage score for SS model.
• Map the answer location represented in [s i , t i ] as sentence index and token index to token index t i in new articles. Organize the data into original format as QA4IE benchmark. Note that the train, development, test splits are maintained strictly during the data processing.
g: QA4IE RESULTS
We train the QA model on the QA dataset and list the test performance in Table 11 . We distinguish the Separate setting as train three different models on Small, Medium, and Large datasets, respectively, and Unified setting as using a single model to handle articles in different length ranges. The experiments are conducted on the SPAN dataset in the QA4IE benchmark. Because it is a more general setting in Question Answering, and the later NEL component requires entity mentions in span format. From the results listed in the table, we can observe that our QA & SS pipeline outperforms all the previous model mentioned in [33] , no matter in Separate setting or Unified Setting. We perform approximate randomization for significance test, and the results show that our QA & SS pipeline is significantly better than the second-best model, original QA model in the Separate setting. The p-value is 0.001790 and 0.010149 for Exact Match and F1 score, respectively. The different article length distributions did influence the original QA model a lot, which was caused by the complicated structure and sequence-wise prediction with Pointer Network in our assumption. In short, the results indicate the success of our combination of SS and QA components.
D. AT COMPONENT ANALYSIS
In previous components of the QA4IE framework, we try to increase the Recall of each step as much as possible. Because we want to ensure that fewer triples are discarded incorrectly during the early phase of the whole extraction process. However, it hurts the precision measurement in the final results. Thus, we added the AT component after the QA component to verify whether the answers extracted by the QA component are correct or not.
h: DATA CONSTRUCTION
We construct the Answer Triggering dataset with the help of well trained SS and QA models as below:
• First, we apply the SS + QA forward pass on the QA dataset we constructed before. After this step, we acquire relevance scores for sentences in the new articles, candidate triples for each article, and its corresponding questions.
• The correctly extracted triples regrading to the ground truth in the QA dataset are labeled as positive examples. Those error cases are labeled as negative examples.
• Group the triples, relevance scores with the corresponding articles to build the training examples for the Answer Triggering process. The same with the QA dataset construction, the train, development, test splits are maintained strictly during the data processing.
i: IE SETTING RESULTS
We build a new IE setting test set for the evaluation of QA & AT models. The process is described below: Table 12 .
We evaluate the QA & AT pipeline on the IE setting test set with different training settings. SS-Score AT denotes the AT model trained with only SS output as features. Triple AT denotes the AT model considering only the consistency between triples and contexts. Group AT combines the former two. The results are shown in Table 13 and Fig. 5 .
The results show that with the AT component, the F1 score in the IE setting can be improved significantly. The Precision-Recall curve shown in Fig. 5 coincides with our assumption that the precision of the IE results can be enhanced a lot with the Answer Triggering process. 
E. GENERALIZATION EXPERIMENTS
One of the benefits by applying Deep MRC based models to the Information Extraction task, we have mentioned in Sec. I, is that the models can be used to unseen scenarios with various relation types and different article styles. Namely, our QA4IE framework could behave with more generalization ability compared with previous works. To validate this assumption, we performed the generalization evaluation experiments on both handcrafted datasets created by us and a public dataset, QA-ZRE dataset [11] .
j: QUERY BY ALIAS RESULTS
For each entity and relation in the Wikidata knowledge base, there exist many different names for the named entity, which is also called aliases. To prove our models' generalization capability on handling entity names in different styles. We replace the entity names and relations in the original test set with randomly selected aliases. The model performance on the alias queries is shown in the Table 14 . It demonstrates that our model shows excellent performance on questions totally unseen during training.
k: QA-ZRE RESULTS
To give a reference of our models' generalization capability. We also perform experiments on the previous proposed dataset QA-ZRE. In this dataset, queries in the test set are questions consists of entities and relations where either the entity or the relation is unseen during training. With the experimental results shown in the Table 15 and Table 16 , we can see that our model outperforms the baseline provided by [11] in both unseen entities setting and unseen relations setting with the help of our Answer Triggering model. The gap between our models with or without Answer Triggering can be another evidence for the effectiveness of our Answer Triggering model.
F. PIPELINE EXPERIMENTS
As a result of lacking existing standard complete IE benchmarks, we annotate a small test set to evaluate the performance of the whole QA4IE pipeline. We annotate 100 randomly selected Wikipedia articles where each article is annotated by at least two different annotators. The annotated articles with more disagreements among different annotators are discarded. Thus, we acquire a small dataset with 58 articles, 1,356 entities, and 1,009 triples. Note that the entities in the test set may not be the main entity that the corresponding article mainly describes.
Because previous RE, Open IE systems can hardly directly applied to the scenario in our document-level IE. We only test the performance of our QA4IE framework. Compared with the gold annotations, our framework achieves the performance as Precision 15.16, Recall 19.69, and F1 score 17.13. The relatively low performance compared with the result in Sec. V-D could be caused by the triples in which head entities are not the main entities. Still, the performance proves the effectiveness of our QA4IE framework.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose QA4IE, a novel complete Information Extraction framework based on Machine Reading Comprehension models. We perform numerous experiments on separate component analysis, generalization ability validation, and overall pipeline evaluation. The experimental results show the effectiveness of each component in our framework and combinations among them. The proposed QA4IE framework has generalization ability on unseen relations and can be applied to document-level general Information Extraction. The superior of this framework on capturing cross-sentence information correlation and handling unseen relations make the framework a more feasible solution compared with previous works on IE. The nature of QA4IE, as a closely connected but separable pipeline, makes it convenient and liable to achieve better performance in the future by conducting more explorations on each separate component. QUANYU LONG is expected to receive his B.Eng. degree from the Department of Computer Science, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, in 2020. He is planning to apply for Ph.D. degree to further his research. His research interests include machine learning, natural language processing, robustness of NLP systems, pretrained language model, and cross lingual transfer.
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